
2500mAh
PORTABLE CHARGER

USER MANUAL

MODEL: 357069





When using this unit, basic safety 

This unit is not a toy.
This unit contains no user serviceable 

it has been dropped or damaged, only 

accessories  are malfunctioning or 

Please read all instructions carefully    

the power bank onto another person  

before using the power bank and retain

instructions too.
ensure that you also pass these

them for future reference. If you pass

precautions should always be followed:

parts. If the unit and any of its 



repairs, Improper repairs may place  
the user at risk of harm.
Keep the unit out of reach of children.
Keep the unit away from heat or sharp

Keep the unit away from heat sources, 
direct sunlight, humidity, water and 

Keep the unit free from dust, lint etc.
Do not operate the unit in water or 

Do not operate the unit with wet hands.
Do not operate the unit if it has been 

liquid, to prevent against electric shock,  
explosion and/or injury to yourself and 

edges that could cause damage.

a qualified person should carry out 

any other liquid.

any other liquid.

exposed to water, moisture or any other 

damage to the unit.
Do not store the unit in direct sunlingt or 
in high humidity conditions.



Do not put objects into any of the 
openings.
Do not short - circuit.
Do not stack up with other electrical or 
electronic device(s) to avoid overheating.
Do not overload or overcharge the unit.
This unit is intended for domestic use 
only. It should not be used for 
commercial purposes.
Don’t charge battery packs overnight or 
whilst you are out of the house.
In the event of a cell leaking, don’t allow 
the liquid to come into contact with the 
skin or eyes. If contact has been made, 
wash the affected area with water and 
seek medical advice.
Don’t expose to extreme temperatures 
of hot or cold. For example, do not leave 
it in a parked car where it could get very 
cold in winter or very hot in summer.
Don’t leave a battery on prolonged 
charge when not in use.



Don’t store battery packs where may 
short-circuit by conductive material - 
such as in your pocket or bag with coins 
or keys.
Don’t drop or roughly handle battery 
packs. They are robust but not 
indestructible. 
Don’t cover when charing. Charge in a 
well-ventilated environment.

Warning: Keep the unit away from 
flammable materials.





remain on









If any defect should occur due to faulty materials or workmanship, please return 
the goods, along with your receipt to the store you purchased the item from.





Information on Waste Disposal for Consumers of Electrical & Electronic Equiment


